


Public Safety Realignment
A Very Brief Overview of AB 109

Public Safety and Realignment Act (AB 109) was signed into law on April 4, 2011.

Realignment was in response to a Federal Government’s Order requiring California to reduce 
the State’s prison population by 46,000.

Realignment was also to advance the trend in criminal justice to provide localized community-
based services to lower-level offenders promoted by the California Community Corrections 
Performance Incentives Act (SB 678) passed in 2009.

Realignment altered the response to criminal justice in California  by changing how the State 
incarcerates, supervises, and treats specifically designated groups of offenders as well as how 
the state allocates funds to counties to implement the goals of AB 109.



• Before AB 109,  all felony criminal offenders who were not granted probation were sent to prison

• Once released from prison, offenders were supervised by parole

• Realignment changed this by shifting the responsibility for incarcerating, supervising, and rehabilitating 
non-violent, non-serious, and non-sexual felony offenders from the state to the county.

• This shift placed a substantial new responsibility on local jails, probation departments, and other local 
justice partners.

• This included housing inmates in local jails for longer periods of time, increasing the responsibility to 
supervise offenders released from prison (both state and local), and increasing local community-based 
services to offenders to mitigate their chance of recidivism.

Realignment Changes



The Key Provisions of Realignment:

Created Post Release Community Supervision (PRCS) supervised 
by probation after release

Created Mandatory Supervision (MS) – Split sentence with time 
in local custody then time under community supervision 
(probation)

Amended custody credits – “half time” four days credit for every 
two days served

Authorized community-based punishment

Created Flash Incarceration – Up to 10-day jail commitment

Amended parole revocations – Parole violations hearings be 
conducted at the local level, by the county’s Superior Court.  If 
parolees were in violation of parole, they would serve their time 
locally for up to 180 days



• To mitigate the impact of Realignment, AB 109 provided: 
• funding to the County, 
• increased custody credits to shorten the length of sentences (2 for 4), 
• created the concept of Mandatory Supervision that reduced actual time in custody with 

increased supervision after some time in custody was served, 
• authorized short-term (“flash”) incarceration, and 
• provided additional tools to the jails and probation departments to assist in 

rehabilitative service.

• Options counties could adopt included home arrest, electronic monitoring, work furlough 
programs, and effective investment in evidence-based correctional sanctions and programs.

Another significant change came in 2014…..

Realignment Changes Cont.



• On November 4, 2014, the Safe Neighborhoods and Schools Act 
(or Ballot title Criminal Sentences. Misdemeanor Penalties. 
Initiative Statute) was passed.   

• It reduced many nonviolent offenses, including many substance 
abuse and property offenses, from felonies to misdemeanors and 
caused another mass release of inmates into the counties.

• This negatively impacted the number of individuals in Drug Court.

Proposition 47



Community Corrections Partnership
The CCP was originally formed under the California Community Corrections 
Performance Incentives Act (SB 678).

AB 109 required the County to recommend a plan to the Board of Supervisors – the 
2011 Implementation Plan.

The guiding principle of the CCP is increasing public safety by reducing recidivism 
through community-based corrections programs and evidence-based practices.

Key concerns identified in the Mono 2011 Implementation Plan included:

• How the jail would manage a potential increase of additional and long-term 
inmates

• How probation would supervise additional persons with more serious criminal 
offenses and criminal history 

• What rehabilitative programs would be needed to meet the needs and goals of 
this new and additional population.
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2011 – 2019
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Outcomes











Mono County Justice Partners 
met the three 2011-2019 

expected outcomes



2020 Goals and Objectives 

The Next Five Years



In 2019 the CCP reviewed the data and 
programs of 2011 – 2019 and conducted an 
analysis to ensure the goal of justice 
reinvestment was being achieved.

• Conducted a gap analysis of services and programs
• Identified opportunities
• Maintained focus on evidence-based strategy with the goal of 

increasing public safety
• Evaluation of data gathering needs



Goals were identified and workgroups established:

1 Provide for successful reentry of offenders to the 

community

2 Enhance public safety by reducing recidivism

3 Establish a data sharing and management committee













Key Points

• Jail capacity has not been overwhelmed by Realignment and since 2012, the average daily population was 27 
inmates.

• The jail has made improvement in the services offered to inmates but continues to lack services to further assist in 
the rehabilitation of offenders.

• Probation has not been overwhelmed by Realignment due to the Board of Supervisors funding of additional 
positions with Realignment and other funds, and the low number of persons on mandatory supervision (9) and 
Post-Release Community Supervision (20).

• The District Attorney’s office has not seen an increased caseload due to Realignment.
• Probation has effectively incorporated evidence-based practices.
• Drug Court has been successful.
• Medical and Psychiatric services have become available by use of remote technology.
• Additional services are needed to improve rehabilitation of criminal offenders.
• Additional mental health services are needed.
• A comprehensive reentry plan and programmed services are needed to improve successful compliance.
• Lack of housing is often an impediment to successful reentry.
• A method to track and analyze data and to receive feedback needs to be developed and implemented.



CONCLUSION


